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MARKET NEWS

Compact is the king
among the innovations

CASE STUDY

How to intelligently utilize the
Epson intelligent POS printers

REALLY
TOUGH!
Now available at Jarltech

really taken off as an official Value Add
Distributor with Motorola Solutions. Speaking of which, the acquisition of Motorola
Solutions by Zebra has also kept us busy
this year.
A special highlight for me (always) in 2014
was the opportunity to personally get to
know customers. I always look forward to
visitors in Usingen and to showing them our
company, and particularly our AIDC/POS
Showroom and Training Centre. Because of
its large size it is truly unique in our industry.
So let me take this opportunity now to invite
you to visit the Jarltech headquarters!
For 2015 we are also expecting stormy
growth, and also new services for our customers are planned. Thanks to the constant
growth it is really nice to continue creating
numerous jobs and trainee positions – all
across Europe and even in our distribution
business in China.

Ulrich Spranger, CEO Jarltech Europe GmbH

Dear Jarltech Partner,
It is still a bit early to look back on the fiscal
year 2014. Yet it is already clear that Jarltech,
thanks to your help, has achieved a brilliant
increase in sales, for the tenth year in a row.
Heartfelt thanks to everyone who contributed and is still contributing to this success.
What were the highlights in 2014? Through
its sale to Honeywell, we have added
Intermec into our portfolio. Also, we have

I hope the year 2015 starts off well for you
and that we do a lot of good business together.

With kind regards,

New
Version

Ulrich Spranger
ulrich.spranger@jarltech.com
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MARKET
NEWS
New Getac S400-G3 notebook
Getac has upgraded the processing power
of its high performance S400 semi-rugged
laptop currently supplied to utilities, emergency services, automotive, field service and
military customers.
The new Getac S400-G3 is
the only semi-rugged device
in its class that has MIL-STD810G and IP5X independent
certification – meaning it
offers protection against
dust ingress and is designed to survive drops, vibrations and perform
across a wide range of temperatures. Getac is
unique in designing its semi-rugged platforms
to protect against damage when dropped,
even while operating, making the S400-G3 the
toughest semi-rugged laptop on the market.
Designed to provide high performance processing in demanding environments, the new
device has also been ruggedized to work in
even more extreme temperatures. Operators
can use the laptop in conditions as cold
as -21°C or as hot as 60°C, making it one
of the most versatile semi-rugged devices
on the market.
www.getac.com

Compact vehicle-mount computer
Thor CV31
The new Thor CV31 vehicle-mount terminal
combines the latest high performance computing technology into a very compact form
factor that minimizes driver line-of-sight
obstruction. The CV31 presents your critical
workflow information where it is easily seen,
within reach, but never in the way.
Optimized for vehicle installations, the CV31
features an internal 30-minute UPS backup
battery and optional integrated DC-DC power
converter that saves on the expense of ins-

talling external converters or charge protection devices. The UPS backup eliminates the
frustrating wait to login and reconnect after
swapping vehicle batteries, keeping operators productive. At shift end, there’s no longer
a need to wait – idling the
vehicle and wasting fuel –
to logout and power-down
the terminal; an optional
ignition-control cable automates the process with a
simple turn of the key.
honeywell.jarltech.com

Top performance for the desktop: L-42DT
The Metapace L-42DT is a label printer with
outstanding features for flexible usage. Its
features are hard to find in comparable highend printer versions, and the combination of
its price and performance are equally impressive. Print either direct thermal or thermal
transfer labels with a width between 20 and
110 mm extremely fast at up to 178 mm
per second. According to the needs you print
at either 203 or an optional 300 dpi (8 or
12 dots/mm, respectively).
The scope of delivery impresses from the very
moment you open the box: simply unpack
and start, because everything
you need to begin immediately is included standard. You
even receive practical label
configuration software and a
Seagull Bartender driver. Optionally receive the L-42DT also with an
integrated peeler or cutter. With its compact
housing the L-42DT easily finds space anywhere it is needed. It is an entire 20% smaller
than common 300 m thermal transfer printers
and thus comparably more flexible in usage.

New mini mobile printer ZQ110
Zebra’s smallest and most affordable mobile
receipt printer, the ZQ110 is compact and
lightweight enough to fit in a pocket or wear
comfortably on a belt for an entire shift.
Quickly print and tear 50mm-wide receipts,
tickets and delivery notices on site, saving
time and money – all while improving customer service.
The ZQ110 provides seamless integration into
existing mobile solutions. It is “Made for iPod/
iPhone/iPad” (MFi) certified and supports
Bluetooth or wireless (802.11b/g/n WLAN)
connectivity to a wide range of
Apple, Android and Windows
mobile devices.
Easy to carry and simple to
use, the ZQ110 offers intuitive media loading for quick,
on-the-go media changes.
Its straightforward user interface enables at-a-glance
status updates. Plus, with a battery
capable of lasting an entire shift and multiple
charging options, users experience greater
uptime and increased productivity with fewer
printing interruptions.
zebra.jarltech.com

STYLISH DESIGNS AND
UNCOMPROMISED QUALITY
An Elo solution for every Point-Of-Sale
Achieve flexibility and elegance with the POS solutions from the original inventor of the touchscreen. With Elo Touch Solutions you find the right system for every point of sale, in various sizes,
form factors, touch technologies and installation options.

15E1

–
elegant complete POS
system with Elo quality
at an entry-level price

B-Series

–
high performance POS
system with extensive
connectivity

1517L –

touchmonitor with numerous
configuration possibilities

1519L –

space-saving widescreen
touchmonitor for the POS

With all the varying needs of a modern retail and POS environment, choose for style you don‘t
have to hide and reliability you can trust from Elo Touch Solutions.
Learn more about the products on www.elotouch.com

Integration into any existing hardware and
software environment is also a breeze. The
L-42DT is compatible with most common
printer languages, such as EPL, EPLII, ZPL,
ZPLII, etc.
www.metapace.com
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TC70 – WHEN
IT MATTERS
A mobile computer
for the entire company

ensions (Mx)

Reliably operate – thanks to Ext

TC70

droid
Simply operate – thanks to An
Sustainably operate – thanks

to Gorilla glass

Android
KitKat (4.4.2)
The new Symbol TC70 mobile computer unites the
advantages of two worlds, combining consumer
device with professional data capture. Extensions (Mx)
makes the pre-installed Android 4.4.2 a powerful platform for all business applications and takes the operating system to a whole new performance level. The
large dual-touch display impresses with its scratchproof and unbreakable Gorilla glass. Even with gloves
and when wet, users experience complete touch precision. And speaking of wet, the TC70 also takes an
accidental swim in stride and remains undamaged,
thanks to IP67 certification.

With the TC70 you put a powerful modern tool in your
customers' hands. A business-suitable 2D barcode
imager, digital camera, a high performance battery,
wireless communication via Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and
NFC – do you need additional arguments?
The TC70 is the reliable daily partner: give your
customers the opportunity to test it for themselves.
Request a demonstration unit or place your order
directly with your sales representative – call today!

Shines everywhere
without blinding
Bright mountable touchmonitor
with anti-glare coating
The TF2234MC-B1 AGB monitor features a 22" multi-touchscreen with up to 10 touch points. Its
extremely bright IPS LED panel with all-glass surface and anti-glare effect ensures for brilliant colors
and minimizes reflection to a minimum – in any lighting conditions. You don't have to put it directly in the
spotlight, but it's good to know that it could.

Learn more from your Jarltech sales representative
and under www.iiyama.com

© 2014 ZIH Corp. Zebra, the Zebra head graphic and Zebra Technologies logo are trademarks of ZIH Corp, registered in
many jurisdictions worldwide. All rights reserved. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

www.jarltech.com
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EPSON: PUTTING
INTELLIGENCE TO USE
INTELLIGENT EPSON EPOS RECEIPT
PRINTERS FOR OPTIMUM SERVICE
»Treat your customer the way Operational Excellence
you would treat yourself «, is Ste-

ven Bakker’s motto, BAS Group’s CEO. BAS
Group is the largest electronics retailer and
e-tailer in the Netherlands. The three store formats - Dixons, MyCom and iCentre - provide
nationwide coverage with 200 stores, where
1,300 employees work daily for the ultimate
customer experience. You can see their customer focus very specifically in practice. Shops
are full-fledged experience stores where consumers can try out the latest products themselves,
and where an integration of on-line and off-line
experiences plays an important role. The counter and the cash registers have disappeared,
and customers can pay the staff directly. This
way, employees become hosts instead of being
salespeople. Also, much effort was put in to
create a pleasant atmosphere. Stores feature
a scent machine that spreads a subtle fresh
fragrance. A cup of fair trade coffee completes
the hospitality experience. TM-I technology by
Epson is an essential part of this unique and
customer-centric business.

The BAS Group has thoroughly implemented
operational excellence. Optimal customer satisfaction goes beyond the best product for the
best price. You have to think ahead and convert
vision into practice. At the heart of the company
lies a solution named Ceyenne WPOS. The
inventory and sales systems, logistics, business intelligence, the content system and customer database have all been combined in one
solution. Because of this integration and broad
functionality, customers will approach this platform at every touch point. This solution enables
the same customer experience to be provided
throughout all the different channels. »We want
to lower the barriers between on-line and offline. Nothing separates the 900 products in our
stores and the approximately 100,000 products
we have in our central warehouse any more,«
says Lub Ten Napel, CIO of the BAS Group.

»That’s why it’s obvious for the BAS Group to
continuously look for new ways to surprise customers and increase their fun while shopping.
Thanks to the WPOS platform, it doesn't make
any difference if the customer is on-line or offline oriented, the content is always the same.
This way, the customer gains access to a much
wider range of products. If a product is not present in the shop, the customer can choose to
have it delivered to his home address or to pick
it up at the store the next day.«

www.jarltech.com

Neue Läden, neue Technologie
When realising a new store concept, new
technology is also required. BAS Group store
employees no longer have access to a desk or
an actual cash register. Now, they walk around
with an iPod too, using it to access the Ceyenne
WPOS platform. This transforms the iPod into
a mobile point of sale system for store employees that can instantaneously display product
data, specifications and possible alternatives.
In addition, store employees have access to
accurate inventory data, which is automatically
updated after a sale. If the customer chooses a
product, the shop assistant can place the item
in his virtual shopping cart with the push of a
button, and the receipt is printed by the in-store
Epson TM-T88V-i printer. The intelligent Epson
technology ensures that this is done in a simple
and flexible way. It is not necessary to install
external hardware in the store. If a receipt or
invoice must be printed, the Epson TM-T88V-i
printer can be controlled via the internet. This
means that for a solution like the Ceyenne
WPOS platform, direct communication with
the Epson TM-T88V-i printer is possible. From
an omni-channel point of view, the iPods have
access to the same features on the WPOS
platform as on a desktop computer. Using the
iPod, a shop assistant can control the WPOS
platform to print with the Epson TM-T88V-i. It’s
even possible to select any printer in the store
to perform the task. The WPOS solution allows
the remote set-up of infrastructure for each
branch.

More Flexibility and Simplicity
The use of XML as a communication tool for
the printers allows for much more flexibility
and simplicity. XML is supported by most
programs and all HTML5 compatible browsers by default, so you only need to register
the web service for printing invoices, receipts
or discount coupons once. Also, the special
connection for data transmission is no longer
necessary.

troubleshooting has become much easier.
Less equipment additionally means lower
power consumption, lower bills and a reduced environmental impact.« In addition, the
store’s maintenance costs can be reduced,
as replacing hardware means only replacing
a printer. The WPOS solution ensures that the
ordering process of the stores and customers
is streamlined. Because the WPOS solution
does not make a distinction between devices,
the seamless connection with the intelligent
Epson printers is a simple next step. »Thanks
to this simple, user-friendly solution, our staff
no longer has to put up with slow equipment,
and they can focus on providing the best
possible customer service,« says Ten Napel.

»Now, communication occurs via the internet. This means that we do not need to worry
about data transfer anymore,« Ten Napel continues. »Thanks to the new solution, far less
maintenance is required. Addressing the printers via XML ensures that no driver updates
are needed and, because a permanent connection to a PC or server is not required,

Even better
than TM-i? TM-iHub!
Epson has already presented the newest generation of intelligent printers: the TM-T70-iHub
and the TM-T88V-iHub. The iHub models
replace the previous TM-i printers (TM-T70i
and TM-T88V-i). Their special features: you
now connect POS peripherals directly to the
printers and manage both them and the printers easily via a mobile device. Additionally,

the integrated Communication Box simplifies
customer interaction – by using common
tablets and smartphones as input/output
devices – point out the advantages of webbased POS solutions to your customers now!

TM-T88V-iHub
TM-T70-iHub

The new Epson solution is much simpler, more
reliable and saves on costs. Each BAS Group
store now has an Epson TMT88V-i receipt
printer, which is controlled from the internet.
Because these printers can configure a small
local network themselves, the need for additional computers to function as a printer hub or
web server is eliminated.

www.jarltech.com

»This ensures optimal service and a good
experience for both our customers and our
employees in our stores.«

Epson TM-i
Advantages:
•
•
		
•
•
•
•
		

Printing via internet
Built-in print server,
no need for additional hardware
No driver maintenance
Easier management
Enormous time savings
Store maintenance savings, replacing
hardware means only replacing a printer.

HONEYWELL – MORE
FLEXIBLE THAN EVER

Integrate

For everyone who is not satisfied with the maximum:
the Dolphin 70e Black as a wearable solution
Hands-free working? Sounds good, but special
wearable devices are mostly no good for other
applications. With the Dolphin 70e Wearable
solution, Honeywell has created an
elegant solution.

Combine the robust industrial-suitable Dolphin 70e mobile computer
with the wearable accessories to create an extremely flexible and
powerful data capture solution. The mobile computer remains a hit
even as a stand-alone device, with its smartphone functionality, large
display and integrated barcode reader.

Advantages of the D70e Wearable solution:

Win together:
Intermec is now part of Honeywell

• Highest flexibility for various applications
• Superior performance compared to alternative hardware
• Expandable with practical ring scanner
• Plastic wristband for high wearing comfort

Dolphin 70e Black
Powerful hybrid between
smartphone and mobile terminal
• 4.3" touch display
• Integrated 2D imager
• Wi-Fi, Bluetooth

For a limited time only!
Receive selected IP54 variants of the Dolphin
70e Black until 31 December 2014 at Jarltech
with a rebate up to 62% off the list price!*
Have a look at the reduced IP67 versions as
well – simply log-in to www.jarltech.com and
see your individual prices.

* Offer valid on article numbers 70E-LW0-C111XE and 70E-LW0-C111SE until 31 December 2014, while supplies last.

www.jarltech.com

Be among the winners with Honeywell and Intermec:
the joint product portfolio leaves no wish unfulfilled, and offers
unimagined opportunities. This includes barcode scanners, mobile
computers, vehicle terminals and printers – for every step of the
delivery chain, from production to retail.
Want to learn more?
Contact us at www.honeywellaidc.com
© 2014 Honeywell International Inc.

CITIZEN:
NEED A PRESENT?

THIS WILL GIVE
YOU A BOOST

Earn triple the points now with Jarltech and
Citizen – as a member of the Citizen Consul Club!
From now until 31 December 2014 your membership in the Citizen Consul Club (CCC) is worth
triple: for every Citizen CT-S801 receipt printer and every CL-S6621 label printer you receive
three times the bonus points, meaning 900, respectively 210 points!

Why the Falcon X3+
makes the difference
Opt for innovation and give your customers an extra performance
boost – with the new Falcon X3+ mobile computer from Datalogic.
Same price, better performance!
As an option you now also have the 2D long-range imager at
your disposal. All the scanner variants feature a scan window made
of scratch-resistant Gorilla glass. And save the best argument for
last: the new Falcon X3+, together with its accessories, is fully compatible with the previous generation. Thus, your customers only
make a minimal new investment.
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CT-S801

CL-S6621

Extremely fast direct thermal receipt printer

Small label printer with a large print width

CCC – never heard of it?
Become an official Citizen partner and member of the Citizen Consul
Club now! There, you automatically earn points with every Citizen printer
you purchase, which you then exchange for your desired premium(s). It is
a win-win situation.

Citizen

Exclusive trips, flat screens, an iPad, employee trainings or a lucrative
cash-back payments* – you decide! The best part: there is no sales target!
There is only one rule: more turnover means more advantages. Your
registration is definitely worth it.

Falcon X3+

Falcon X3

Wi-Fi

802.11 a/b/g/n

802.11 a/b/g

Memory

256 MB RAM / 1 GB Flash

256 MB RAM / 256 MB Flash

IP Protection

IP65

IP64

lub
onsul C

C

*Cash-back payments for members with CCC++ and CCC+++ status only.
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TOP-OFFER
START-UP MADE EASY

THE G-SERIES™ PRINTERS FROM ZEBRA

EVERY-

THING

Metapace T-25

COVERED

»Affordable POS printer for
quick start-up – also for ECRs«
•	Print speed of up to 250 mm/sec.
• For receipts up to 80 mm wide

Zebra G-Series printers offer best-in-class
speed and performance and are compact
enough to ﬁt the smallest of spaces.

• Large paper supply for less roll changes
•	Complete package with drivers, cables,
power supply, etc.

Offer valid until 15 January 2015 while supplies last,
and cannot be combined with other special offers.

All offers are for resellers only, are non-binding and subject to correction.
Prices exclude VAT, images are similar, errors and misprints excepted.

From the feature-rich GX™ models to the basic GK™
models, the G-Series compact printers support a variety of
applications and environments. They’re also extremely simple
to integrate and manage.
Choose from direct-thermal, the most compact desktop
thermal printer in its class, or the thermal-transfer model
which has an easy-loading ribbon system. Built with ease of
use and durability in mind, Zebra’s G-Series printers provide
a reliable desktop printing solution that’s always a perfect ﬁt.

EXPERIENCE THE BEST
ANDROID AND WINDOWS

FULLY RUGGED TABLETS
ZEBRA G-SERIES PRINTERS

To ﬁnd out how the G-Series printers are best in
class, scan the bar code below or see the range at

zebra.jarltech.com

F110

Fully Rugged Tablet
• 11.6" TFT LCD HD
• 314 x 207 x 24.5 mm, 1.39 kg

T800

Z710

• 8.1" TFT LCD HD
• 227 x 151 x 24 mm, 0.88 kg

• 7.0" TFT LCD WSVGA
• 218 x 142 x 27 mm, 0.8 kg

Fully Rugged Tablet

www.getac.com 0800 JARLTECH · www.jarltech.de

Fully Rugged Tablet
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Select and
fitting parts on
millions of cars
per year, with
eyes closed.

Regardless of the size of your plant, how
many processes you control, or how many
millions of parts you manage, Datalogic can
help you achieve more.
FalconTM X3+ mobile computers are specially
designed for rugged manufacturing
applications.

RETAIL
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